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Drama
is a powerful teaching and learning tool!

Polk Elementary - Snow White vs. the Evil Queen - Cassie Burton, drama specialist

Wasatch Elementary - The Little Mermaid Cassie Burton, drama specialist

“Through participation in theatre, students
develop speaking and listening skills, and
collaboration with others in accomplishing
common goals. Theatre arts promote
creativity in problem solving and stretch
perspective by giving students opportunities
to reflect on behaviors, situations, and
personalities in the context of drama. Drama
allows students to demonstrate deep
understanding of pieces of literature.“
- Brianne Gidcumb-DeFrang

Image by Nixon, 2nd grade
Lesson by Bruce Hucko
(aka Art Coach!)

Balanced Rock - Color Match
Moab kids live in a wonderful environment.! The National Park Service has an outdoor education program
that takes our children into Arches National Park to learn about the flora, fauna, geography and other crucial
desert dweller subjects. The HMK Elementary School second grade visits Balanced Rock with NPS rangers.
As a part of their day-long field trip, they walk around Balanced Rock and are asked to pay attention to
the shape of the rock, especially the main form and the tip. Back in the art room, images of a walk around
Balanced Rock were shown to remind students of where they’d been. Each Student was first challenged to
draw Balanced Rock (seen by 1.5 million people a year) from their favorite view. We then added several layers
of background detail.
The second part of the project is where the magic happens. Each student is issued a 12 or 16 colored set of
Prang oil pastels and they are given a brief lesson in blending colors. A piece of Entrada sandstone (same as
Balanced Rock) is then brought forth and placed in the middle of the room. Students are again challenged
to find the recipe for making the Balanced Rock color using their oil pastels. There is all kinds of clamor and
exclamation as the kids attempt to match the rock exactly! They are told to make a mark in order for each
color or each time they use a single color. This is the recipe. When they think they have a match they fold
their paper in half, go to the rock and see if there’s a match. You should hear them talk, “I need more yellow.”
“Mine is way too red.” “Wow! How did you get it with only 5 marks, I have 17!” It goes and goes until time is
exhausted. One of the big lessons here is that color creation is precise AND that more than one recipe can
lead to the same basic Balanced Rock color match.
Once the match is made, students color their Balanced Rock accurately . . . or close enough. They are then
free to use the same or other color blends to color the rest of the rock. We usually finish the piece off with
a watercolor sky. It’s great fun and it gives the children an insight into the true nature of color.
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Wild Animals of Utah - a la’ Nieto
Fourth grade students in Utah learn about the animals in their community as part of their Social Studies/
Natural Science study. For Moab kids, it’s also a natural part of life. Deer frequently walk through town. There
is a mountain lion living by the Colorado River just a few blocks from school. We have hawks frequent the
school tree. Many kids hunt. This lesson brings a child’s natural interest in animals together with science,
natural history, writing and the wonderful world of color.
Our work is inspired by the paintings of American Indian artist, John Nieto who pioneered the use of bold
colors with accurately drawn wild animals. His colors are derived from his feelings and what he sees in his
desert home. This style was practiced by Matisse and Andre Derain of the Fauvist Movement. “Le Fauves” is
French for wild beasts.
We begin with each student bringing a Xerox of their selected animal. They are instructed to make a simple
GRID based on the position of the eyes. The image is then “biggie-sized” onto 18x24 inch, 90 or 140 lb.
watercolor paper. We watch a short video of Nieto free drawing on an 8 foot canvas in dark paint and then
adding color. We mimic him using smaller brushes. Students are encouraged to explore their color experience
and they have the option of using fluorescent, pearlescent, metallic and/or regular tempera paint. Once the
animals is finished, we discuss background possibilities: go for smooth, like Nieto and use only a few colors,
use varied brush strokes. show off the animal by choosing a complementary color, or put your light animal
against a dark background! Decisions are made. Paintings are finished. Back in their classrooms students
write complementary reports, prose and poems.
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Mondrian - to the Max!
The work of Piet Mondrian offers us many creative classroom possibilities. This particular project for third
grade combined a study of FRACTIONS with the power of primary colors (plus black lines) and creative
variations on a theme!
We started by taking several pieces of colored construction paper and halving them repetitively until we had
“fractioned” two to three sheets of 9x12 paper with a range of 1/2 to 1/16 or even 1/64 pieces. The kids were
then invited to create a composition using all of their pieces.
We then learned a bit about simplification. All students were asked to subtract pieces “until it hurt.” We
played with variations on that theme:
•
•
•
•

Working with the person next to you, take a piece from each other’s art. How does that feel?
Working with the person next to you, allow them to rearrange the pieces you have. What is that like?
Remake your work into a final composition.
From ALL of the pieces on the table, add one of a different color. This is called contrast.

We did this with and without a background piece of white paper.
You can see how this part could go on forever . . . The discussion was most interesting!
Our final projects hearkened back to Mondrian’s original work - with a little creative push! One class did
Mondri-webs - 3D pipe cleaner spiders that were attached. Another class did Mondri-mals - animals in the
Mondrian color scheme. Yet another did Mondri-homes - images of the front view of a home divided and
painted a la’ Mondrian that were match to interior layouts the kids did in math to learn about square footage.
With a little thought it’s easy to take Mondrian to the max!

